
MAIN

ATTRACTIONS

40 million records. 40+ years.  Countless sold-out tours.  A star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.  Induction into the Rock Roll Hall of Fame.  Officers of the 
Order of Canada.  That’s all very nice, but for these three guys it’s all about their music, their friendship, their fans, and now pinball! In this epic music pinball ad-
venture, players will travel with Rush through time.   
Rush pinball machines reflect the energy, excitement, and experience of a live Rush concert.   
This Rush pinball concert under glass features sixteen iconic songs, layered with beat-matched sound and lighting effects. Songs include Headlong Flight, Far 
Cry, One Little Victory, Working Man, 2112, Tom Sawyer, The Spirit of Radio, Freewill, Cygnus X-1 (Book One: The Voyage and Book Two: 
Hemispheres), The Big Money, Subdivisions, Limelight, Fly By Night, La Villa Strangiato, Bastille Day, and Red Barchetta   
In memory of Neil Peart, Stern Pinball is supporting the Neil Peart Research Award sponsored by the Glioblastoma Foundation as it researches cures for this 
deadly brain cancer.
Travel through time by shooting the pinball through a custom sculpted electromagnetic Time Machine, capable of catching and throwing balls through front or 
back. The Premium and LE models feature a motorized ramp entrance with custom lighting effects across the sides and floor.  
Premium and LE models feature a custom sculpted Clockwork Angels Clock, inspired from Neil Peart’s bass drum from their Time Machine Tour.  This custom 
clock has a motorized minute hand and illuminates at each segment, interacting with gameplay features based on the time.
Exclusive live Rush concert footage and custom animations.
Custom speech from guitarist Alex Lifeson, bassist, keyboardist, and lead vocalist Geddy Lee, and fellow Canadian Rock Hall of Famer, Ed Robertson of the 
Barenaked Ladies.

PRO PREM LE

LE ONLY

GAME 

FEATURES

Production limited to 1,000 machines ✓
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern ✓
Individually Autographed by designer John Borg ✓
Sequentially numbered plate ✓
Expression Lighting System™ - 96 intelligent RGB LEDs enables full color spectrum control; synchronized & adjustable, responsive to 
game events

✓

Limited Edition mirrored backglass inspired by Clockwork Angels with stunning and distinctive high definition hand-drawn artwork by 
Michael Barnard at Sunburn Designs

✓

Limited Edition exclusive full color high definition reflective foil decal cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Michael Barnard at Sunburn Designs ✓
Limited Edition exclusive inside art blades hand-drawn artwork by Michael Barnard at Sunburn Designs ✓
Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓
Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓
Shaker motor installed ✓
Custom Raven Black matte black finish Guitar shaped powder-coated and clear-coated pinball armor, legs, hinges and front molding ✓

GAME 

FEATURES

Custom sculpted electromagnetic Time Machine ball lock with motorized ramp entrance and custom lighting effects across the sides and 
floor

✓  ✓

Custom sculpted electromagnetic Time Machine ball lock with stationary ramp entrance and illuminated floor ✓
Clockwork Angels Clock, a custom sculpted Neil Peart bass drum with motorized minute hand and illumination at 12 positions ✓  ✓
Ball lock post system, capable of staging 2 pinballs between main power scoop and side scoop subway ✓ ✓
Main power scoop with kick out ✓ ✓ ✓
Side scoop subway with ability to kick ball out sideways or through front main power scoop ✓ ✓
Side scoop subway with front main power scoop kick out ✓
Clear window insert gives visibility to pinball in subway ✓ ✓ ✓
'Dead End' Vertical upkicker propels pinballs up an additional wireform ramp return for non-stop pinball action ✓  ✓
'Dead End' stand-up target ✓  
Secret double up-post ball lock hidden behind a bank of 3 musical instrument drop targets starts timed lock towards Freewill Multiball ✓ ✓ 
Secret stand-up target hidden behind a bank of 3 musical instrument drop targets starts Freewill Multiball ✓  
Red, white, and blue general illumination lighting ✓ ✓
Red and white general illumination lighting ✓
17 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓ ✓ ✓
Stainless steel Hemispheres right ramp with custom engraved and illuminated Rush logo ✓ ✓ ✓ 
High speed plastic side Jackpot ramp ✓ ✓ ✓
Ramp diverter system transports pinball to either bottom flipper based on its position ✓ ✓ ✓
The Spirit of Radio optical spinning target ✓ ✓ ✓
3 flippers ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 RGB lit pop bumpers ✓ ✓ ✓ 
4 R-U-S-H stand-up targets ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Player selectable song choice of sixteen iconic Rush songs at the start of every ball ✓ ✓ ✓
6 Main Timed Modes: Tom Sawyer, Working Man, The Spirit of Radio, The Big Money, La Villa Strangiato, and Limelight ✓ ✓ ✓
4 Main Multiballs: Time Machine, Far Cry, Headlong Flight, and Freewill ✓ ✓ ✓
3 Time Machine Multiballs: Red Barchetta, Subdivisions, and Fly By Night ✓ ✓ ✓
3 Challenge Modes and Mini-Wizard Multiball Modes: Cygnus X-1: Book One: The Voyage, Cygnus X-1: Book Two: Hemispheres, and 
2112

✓ ✓ ✓

Exclusive live Rush concert footage and custom animations ✓ ✓ ✓
Custom speech by guitarist Alex Lifeson, bassist, keyboardist, and lead vocalist Geddy Lee, and Ed Robertson of the Barenaked Ladies ✓ ✓ ✓
Includes Stern Insider Connected™, a comprehensive technology initiative to connect the universe of Stern pinball machines ✓ ✓ ✓
Expression Lighting System™ Kit Accessory* - 96 intelligent RGB LEDs enables full color spectrum control; synchronized & adjustable, 
responsive to game events

✓ ✓

BACKGLASS

AND ART

Limited Edition mirrored backglass inspired by Clockwork Angels with stunning and distinctive high definition hand-drawn artwork by 
Michael Barnard at Sunburn Designs

✓

Premium model features Moving Pictures inspired full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by 
Michael Barnard at Sunburn Designs

✓

Pro model features Power Windows inspired full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by Michael Barnard at 
Sunburn Designs

✓

HARDWARE

AND TRIM

Custom high gloss Guitar shaped powder-coated and clear-coated pinball armor, legs, hinges and front molding ✓ 
Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓
Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓
Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  
Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓  ✓

GENERAL

FEATURES

6 pinballs ✓ ✓ ✓
Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓
10-band Graphic Equalizer with separate control for backbox and cabinet speakers ✓ ✓ ✓
CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓
Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓

*sold separately
**subject to adjustment** 

RUSH: FEATURE MATRIXRUSH: FEATURE MATRIX


